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Please wait at the lounge area at the front of the gym. Minisport Staff will collect and 
drop off students here at the start and close of each session.

MEETING POINTS

Where do we meet at Goji Studios, Causeway Bay?

PARKING
There is parking in Elizabeth House ($64/ 2 hours)- see link below

Getting There
MTR- Causeway Bay, Exit C (see map below)

https://en.parkopedia.hk/parking/carpark/elizabeth_-
house/hong_kong/?arriving=201904171100&leaving=201904171300
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MUST I ACCOMPANY MY CHILD THROUGHOUT THE CAMP?

Please be sure to wear sports appropriate clothing and footwear. Children should also 
bring a water bottle and sufficient snack . All required sports equipment will be 
provided by Minisport.

WHAT TO BRING?

What should my child bring to the camp days at Goji Studios?

All children must be accompanied by a guardian at Goji Studios Minisport Camps. For 
the Playgroup Camps (1.5-2.5yrs), guardians must take part and assist their children 
during the sessions. The Mini-Tots guardians arewelcome to sit in the lobby of the gym, 
but must be at the premises. All children must be accompanied by a guardian at Goji 
Studios Minisport Camps. The guardian is welcome to sit in the lobby of the gym, but 
must be at the premises.

Assisted by a guardian, children are encouraged to explore new ranges of bodily 
movement such as running, turning, crawling, stepping & jumping. Children are also 
exposed to a range of games that build basic ball skills including handling, throwing, 
dribbling, kicking and striking.

Classes also involve animals, numbers & colours to ignite the imagination and 
strengthen their budding range of vocabulary. Every lesson is a chance to create lively, 
memorable experiences for children & build an eagerness for activity at this important 
age.

What activities will my child take part in?

Playgroup Camps

During the camp, children will take part in the following:

With the ability to walk & run , children at this age are keen to further experiment with 
the range of activities that their bodies can cope with. We draw upon a range of games 
that possess more complex rules & demands to delve intodynamic gross motor 
movements such as balancing, running & evasion.

Ball games start to include some more specific challenges with regards to accuracy & 
we introduce reception skills such as blocking, tracking, catching at this age.
Elements of techniques related to sports (i.e. kicking>football, striking>tennis, 
throwing> basketball) are taught here but the rules & format of games are by no 
means consistent with the sports themselves.

Mini-Tots Camps
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In the event of a Typhoon 3 signal or Red/Black rainstorm signal (unless lowered 2 hours 
before the session is scheduled to commence), other bad weather situations or an 
increasing number of influenza cases, the session(s) will be cancelled and the lesson fee 
deducted future camp enrolments of Minisport Camps at Goji Studios. This credit must 
be redeemed by December 31st 2019. Under no other scenarios will these camps be 
cancelled based on weather. Students who do not attend the camp will still be charged 
unless a valid doctors certificate is presented via email to camps@minisport.hk with 
the email title: “Absence Proof - (Name of Child)”.

RAIN POLICY

ABSENCES

How do I receive credit if my child is sick and cannot attend?

If your child is sick during a day or multiple days of camp, then we can o�er credit. Please send a picture of 
a valid doctors note to info@minisport.hk so we can award you credit that can be redeemed upon 
re-enrolling to another week of camp.


